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Introduction
Who are Black Rok?
We are independent kitchen design specialists in Uckfield, East Sussex.
We are passionate about the products we supply, the designs we
produce and the standards of our
fitting team. We use high quality
German furniture and appliances
to create exquisite and unique
kitchens for our clients.

Our Uckfield showroom, which
opened in March 2012
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Our aim is to help you to create the perfect kitchen for you and your home. One
that looks beautiful, feels enduring, and works exactly as it should.

You can of course see and feel the quality here in our showroom; this brochure
gives you something to take away, it illustrates and explains how our kitchens fit
into real homes.
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What defines a Black Rok kitchen?
The design
The qualities that define a truly remarkable kitchen relate to its design
and how the materials are used. And this is what really distinguishes
a Black Rok kitchen, at least that’s what our clients say.
The kitchen has become much more than just a place for cooking. It is now very
much a living area; a place not just for creating food but for the enjoyment of
eating, entertaining and even relaxing.
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It takes very creative eyes and expert product knowledge to see the opportunities
that a space offers. Kitchen design has evolved way beyond assembling units
and appliances in a room. Indeed, very often and increasingly so, we find that
the kitchen extends past the boundaries of the traditional one-room layout. Our
strengths as designers mean that we can not only recognise these opportunities,
but also use them to create extraordinary living areas of your home.
Of course, kitchen design almost always necessitates compromise, and it’s how
these are addressed that makes all the difference between a good kitchen and
great kitchen. For example, services (electrical and water) need to be routed and
usually hidden; appliances need homes.
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Sometimes, there are certain fixtures that we simply have to work around:
windows, doors, boilers — even the lovely AGA can present it’s own challenges.
We can’t always move these things, but we can build them into the design and
even make features out of a particular tricky situation.
These pictures show how we softened the corner of
the island (with the aid of a butcher’s block) where it
created a pinch-point by the AGA, it became a feature
of the whole kitchen. Likewise, the oak pillar was not
moveable (it supports the roof of an ancient barn). It
therefore became an important feature of the kitchen —
we used it to key-in the substantial island, and the pillar immediately changed
from being an obstacle to a very pleasing structural element.
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Construction
Many of the qualities of a Black Rok kitchen
are inherent in the materials we use. The
furniture is constructed according to our
exact specifications in our German factory
using state-of-the-art machinery and
procedures.
The importance of this cannot be overstated in
determining the on-going performance of your
kitchen.
Kitchens are not complicated things but they
need to be able to function for many, many years
and they must withstand a high and varied level of use. We
see a lot of kitchens that need replacing and we speak to a
lot of people about what has failed in their existing kitchen
and it is the same two reasons that come up time after time;
Our door hinges and drawer runners
are factory fitted with integrated oil
dampers for the perfect soft close

doors and drawers have become misaligned or edges have
started to delaminate.
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By focusing on these two areas our
factory has developed the very best
solutions to manufacturer kitchens
that will last … and last. They use an
industry-leading process called PURbonding to finish any cut and edged
surfaces. Not only is this extremely
powerful but it offers the highest
levels of water resistance. They also
factory fit all door hinges and drawer runners to guarantee the correct installation
of these vital moving parts.

Even the humble kitchen cupboard can become
something quite extraordinary … shown here
is our stunning electric climber cupboard with
automated glass or veneer louvres.
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It’s nice to know that your kitchen furniture will arrive in the UK fully assembled,
having been rigorously inspected and tested in the factory in Germany. But a
Black Rok kitchen does not end with the cabinetry. There are two further areas
that complete our kitchens; these are worktops and appliances.
As well as being a crucial element within our
designs, kitchen worktops often represent a major
part of our customers’ expenditure. Many of our
kitchens now feature a combination of materials,
perhaps Quartz and Wood or Corian and Glass.
Whatever the choices it is vital that the nature of
these materials is well understood and that they are installed correctly.
In terms of kitchen appliances we recommend Siemens and Bosch in most cases,
although we are able to source almost anything. We favour Siemens and Bosch
because, aside from the
usual benefits of being
made in Germany, they
work very closely with our
furniture manufacturers to
ensure perfect integration
within our kitchens.
Black Rok Kitchen Design
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Black Rok service
It might be a cliché, but our prime aim is to please. It’s no good us
aiming to be a profitable successful business if we don’t have satisfied
clients. Yes, we do have to remain profitable, but everything we do at
Black Rok revolves around you, the customer.
Any construction project, be it a kitchen, bathroom renovation, or even a whole
house build is fraught with potential obstacles. Usually a new kitchen involves a
number of trades-people and they all form a vital link in the project chain. So too,

‘... no question
went unanswered
and nothing was
too much trouble’

does the design, manufacturing, delivery, and installation
of the kitchen. Anyone who says it is a wholly predictable
process hasn’t done it. If we don’t keep our aim in clear focus
then we are not able to deal with any challenges effectively.
Our relationship with you starts the moment you pick up the
phone, land on our website, or walk into our showroom. It

might go no further than that of course. But our aim is to work with you and help
you for the duration, to help you realise a kitchen that will make you feel good,
or even ‘to die for’ — that might sound a bit extreme, but read on.
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The way we work
A new kitchen is a major undertaking. This
is true both for us and
for you, but for different reasons. It’s not
usually something our
clients have much experience of; whereas
for us, it is something
we do everyday. Nevertheless, being used to it
doesn’t mean we take
anything for granted.
Each kitchen is unique
and all of our clients
have different preferences and needs.
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For us to be able to design something
very special for you means we need to
get to know you, we need to know what’s
important to you. So our relationship with
you begins — as it should continue — in a
very open way. Likewise, we are sure you
need to know about us — more than you
can read on a website or in a brochure.
Because each project is potentially so
different to the last, we don’t like to define
a rigid framework from which to work.
Our working philosophies revolve around
flexibility, transparency and integrity, and
each project will develop in a way that is as
unique as you.
The following section gives an example of
our design process.
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A kitchen in the making
When it’s more than just the kitchen
It is a reflection of the times and how
we live that nowadays well over half
the projects we engage in involve
combining the kitchen with a larger
living space.
Be it an extension, knocking through
between two or more rooms or even a
complete new build; we are
highly specialised and heavily
experienced in exactly this
type of project. Understanding
how a large space can work to
serve a variety of uses is key to
what we do.
Black Rok Kitchen Design
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This type of kitchen design
goes a lot further than simply
working out the best position
for the sink and how much work
top you need, it is more about
the overall design of the space.
Seen within this example, is
a large, open kitchen-comeliving area, forming one end of a spectacular new build property. As is often
the case, this story began with our client arriving with a set of two dimensional
architect’s plans.

What we did next is bring the space to life.
The brief was to design not
just the kitchen but a broader
scheme for the whole space so
as to integrate the kitchen with
some of the other ‘must haves’
such as exposed brick, a log
burner and a table for 10.
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Our software lets us do this, generating
highly realistic, images that transport
our clients into their home before
the build has even started. We will
develop themes and ideas that can run
through the entire space. An example
of this can be seen here in the drop
ceiling detail. It is the subtle integration of certain key elements that contribute
to making a space that feels truly designed.
In addition to our expertise as
designers, it is the scope of our
furniture and the suppliers we
use that give us the ability to
integrate the kitchen with the rest
of the living space. Everything
from TV units to book cases, to
bar units to coffee tables are possible, the only limit is the imagination.
As you can appreciate this kind of work takes considerable time and expertise.
Each situation differs from the next and for this reason we work with each client
in a highly personalised way that best suits their project.
Black Rok Kitchen Design
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Some Recent installations
Large kitchen in Grade II listed barn conversion
The Brief
This kitchen occupies a major part of a new extension added to a Grade II listed
barn conversion. Our client was looking for something unique that would form
the focal point of the space; aside from being a great place to work, the kitchen
also needed to be beautiful to look at.
The initial challenge was to work within four major design constraints. Firstly
the AGA had to go on an internal wall, secondly, for structural reasons, the oak
post had to be positioned no more than 850mm from the front of the AGA, thirdly
the island had to start from the oak post, appearing to be a part of the building,
and finally we had to try and lose the unsightly ‘step’ in the wall between the
existing building and the new, glazed extension. You can see the story unfold in
pictures in our photo montage video to be found on our website.
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The Design
Working with such a big space is exciting, working within a big space that is
tightly governed by the interaction between certain fixed elements is seriously
challenging. It can seem incredible that in a space so big the success of a design
can pivot on ‘finding’ a few extra centimetres to make something work. This
design hinged on solving just such a problem, we had to find a way to make the
space between the AGA and the oak post work.

Black Rok Kitchen Design
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We came up with the idea of rounding off the corner of the island, closest to the
AGA, by insetting a solid oak butchers block into the quartz. This rounded off the
corner perfectly and also set a tone that would run throughout the kitchen.
We designed the AGA housing to have built-in solid oak shelving on either side
with built-in LED down lights. The final oak element would be a substantial
100mm solid oak breakfast bar, sitting at right angles to the main island.
To mask the joint between the existing
building and the extension we designed a
section of drop ceiling which, in conjunction
with a pair of 200mm deep larder cupboards,
would hide the step and give everything the
true built in appearance.
With the major structural considerations
taken care of it was then a question of how
best to arrange the appliances, storage and what finishes to use. The sink run
housed a dishwasher, under counter freezer, waste recycling pull-out, along with
some cupboard space and removable access for the heating pump and stop-cock.
The tall units were to house a full height, built in fridge, a multi-function oven
and the two reduced depth larder cupboards.
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The sheer size of the island allows for significant storage with drawers and
cupboards, built in wine cooler, steamer, induction hob and the feature oak
chopping block. Above it sits a remote-control, flush-fit ceiling extractor.
The island gave us a chance to do something a little bit special with the overhang
detail. With integrated lighting installed under the 100mm Quartz worktop this
detail really comes to life, whilst also physically connecting the island to the oak
post. To further integrate the kitchen with the original building we designed a
big and bold solid oak breakfast bar to fly at right angles from the main island.
Black Rok Kitchen Design
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How it worked out

That this project went so well is no small achievement. It goes without saying that
there was potential for things to go wrong. Designing not only the kitchen but also
a considerable amount of the wall and ceiling detail requires significant thought
and attention to detail. Months before the kitchen was fitted, key decisions had to
be made and drawings produced to ensure the builders could prepare everything
to the exact specification required. Get one of these things wrong and you have
a very big, very expensive kitchen that will not fit in the space.
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The design itself was always striking, but the way it works within the space
itself, indeed the way it uses the details and quirks of the space, are the real
achievements with this kitchen. The interplay between the wooden elements, the
quartz, the cabinetry and the lighting capture exactly the unique specialities we
have as a company.

‘Just glorious, we love it, a dream come
true and everything works together
in harmony, the old, the new, the
gloss. Not to mention the installation
of a sparkly new office along with an
amazing utility room
— the house is reborn.’

Designs like this go a
lot further than simply
arranging cabinets and
choosing

the

colour

of the door. It is the
understanding

of

the

various technologies and
materials and how they
will work together that
makes these types of
kitchen possible.

Attention to detail throughout, coupled with quality of the finishes, is something
that should be seen to be fully appreciated. The photographs do little justice to
the overall effect and if you are serious about a kitchen of this type, the owners
are so happy they will allow us to show prospective clients their kitchen.
Black Rok Kitchen Design
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Serious cooking, serious fun
The aim here was to create a great family kitchen that also delivered on
functionality to satisfy some serious cooks. It is a space for the whole family to
spend time together, children, grandchildren, two dogs and very occasionally the
odd lamb! With this in mind the island was kept clear of appliances, to ensure it
was a child safe zone.
There needed to be
seating

for

at

least

four adults and ample
preparation space.
Whilst being sizeable,
the kitchen had to sit
within the space so as
not to interfere with
family life, big parties,
table tennis and even
the odd disco.
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The design
The L-shaped island forms the centre piece around which the kitchen flows, with a
large oven bank sitting alongside the fridge/freezer. The sink and hob positioned
on the long wall so as to be out of the way when young children are about.

The freestanding fridge freezer, with ice and water, was to appear to be built in,
sitting within framing, coordinated to match other detailing within the kitchen.
To provide the ultimate in functionality a great deal of time was spent configuring
Black Rok Kitchen Design
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the drawers and cupboards to provide exactly the storage our client wanted. For
example, a special unit with a lifting platform for the food mixer was incorporated
into the island to allow the appliance to be hidden away whilst at the same time
being easily accessible for
those big baking sessions. A
bank of three Siemens ovens
and a large warming drawer
ensured once mixed, the
cakes would never be short of
an oven to hide in.
The simple white, handleless
cabinetry was to be finished
off with composite worktops,
an integrated sink, 100mm up-stands and feature wall panelling with LED
illuminated shelves.
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How it worked out

The overall effect of this kitchen is exactly the light, open space our client was
looking for, with both serious cooking and serious fun the order of the day.
The quality of the furniture underpins the functionality with some simple but
effective lighting details really elevating the space to another level.

Black Rok Kitchen Design
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The Terra Oak framing and panelling, the LED’s not to mention the vast oven
bank all combine beautifully. The way the various elements are integrated with
one another makes the difference in the overall feeling of quality; like the heavy
clunk of a BMW or Mercedes car door closing, this kitchen just feels solid.
The attention to detail doesn’t stop with the cabinets and the layout. For the
ultimate in functionality and design, 100mm up-stands and window boards are
all seamlessly joined to the worktops to provide a completely waterproof work
area. Handy if the dog needs a bath!
Set within a fantastic property, tucked away in a glorious location, this kitchen
certainly had a lot to live up to. Does it deliver? We think it does.
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Satin white handleless kitchen

In terms of the kitchen brief we had to find a way to conceal the boiler, have
seating for four adults, house a full height fridge-freezer, washing machine,
dishwasher, two ovens, large induction hob and plenty of storage for a young
family. The feel of the kitchen had to be young, fresh and just a little bit quirky.
Our clients wanted something that really caught their imagination and justified
the major structural rejig.
Black Rok Kitchen Design
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The Design
The key element is the seating area
and the wrap-around units. This set
the tone both in style and the colour
scheme; the soft satin white sitting
very comfortably alongside the
Cornwall Oak, inviting a very easy
interplay between the two finishes.
The right hand side houses the built
in fridge freezer and oven units, with super practical drawers running the entire
length of the base unit run. The bi-fold wall units add further storage, whilst one
hides the telescopic extractor and another conceals

you don’t need a
huge kitchen or the
biggest budget to
achieve something
special
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the boiler.
The sink area is compact but very functional, topped
with quartz for a truly family proof ‘wet zone’. Big,
chunky shelves were used to soften the edges and
add space for family life and all that comes with it.

How it worked out
We made the most of the limited
space available, and this kitchen
is right up there in terms of
style, practicality and, just as
importantly, the way it makes you
feel. It’s glamorous and yet homely,
modern, but still a little bit rustic.
It’s a pretty special mix.
The seating area looks great set against the wooden shelves with the soft, warm
lighting. The simple lines, the practical layout coupled with a little bit of creativity
show perfectly how you don’t
need to have the biggest kitchen
or even the biggest kitchen
budget to end up with something
a little bit special. We think this
one really hits the spot.

Black Rok Kitchen Design
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High gloss white kitchen with
white quartz worktops
The brief
Set within a high specification, interior designed house, this kitchen was as
much about aesthetics as it was about functionality. The client was very keen
that the furniture should appear built-in, with a small island and white quartz
worktops. A large oven bank with substantial refrigeration was required along
with a varied array of drawers, cupboards and pull-outs.
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The Design
To start with, the
design focused on
how to best utilise
the kitchen space to
incorporate a fairly
sizeable ‘wish-list.’
The shape of the
room lent itself well
to an island type layout, with two entrances, one leading to the lounge area and
the other to a large, dining and living area. The flow was easy to achieve by
grouping the appliances along the end wall with the gas hob and double bowl
sink sitting along the back wall. The wall units were to be built-in using ceiling
fillers sized to match the door widths, the look completed with LED down lights.

How it worked out
There’s a simple, elegant feel to this kitchen. The timeless white furniture and
worktops giving our client freedom to play with various accent colours in due
course. In fact, when we photographed the kitchen our client was deciding on
Black Rok Kitchen Design
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the glass splash backs and was using the heather as a source of inspiration. The
beauty of white is not only the versatility it offers but the way it maximises the
available light. For a kitchen that does not have any windows, it feels wonderfully
light and airy.

The simplicity of the design conceals considerable functionality with more than
ample capacity for even the most serious of cooks. The ceiling fillers above the
wall units are a nice detail as are the mitred corners on the island worktops and
end panels. Simple, subtle and very, very stylish, it’s another Black Rok kitchen
that’s so nice you just won’t want to leave.
32
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What our customers say
My Kitchen
It is not a televised ‘Grand Design’ but it is our grand design. It has taken us over
6 years to get as far as this and so the kitchen was a big thing for us. No, all of that
is a lie — it was HUGE
From the arguments with the planners through to the endless thinking and looking as
to what we wanted, what would work and who would be entrusted with this precious
project it has been a long ride. At this point in time I can say that to our surprise we
have in fact, at least with the kitchen managed to fulfil a dream.
We wanted, as far as possible to stay local. When Black Rok opened up I was straight
in to the showroom, and I liked what I saw, lovely quality, (no, exceptional quality!)
beautiful lines and helpful Jamie and Ed. They even made a fuss of the puppy — yes
Truffle was a pup then!
We planned, thought and altered and adjusted and altered and thought and haggled.
Finally we made our decision. To their credit not once did Jamie loose his patience
with this pain in the neck customer. Ed just looked on and said little — very wise.
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All was ordered and eventually all arrived, needless to say we were still not ready but
we had the kitchen on site. It was beautifully packed and standing around in a building
site was not a problem because of that.
The great day came when the fitters arrived and all was going to be revealed. All was
revealed and most was great but as with all great projects all was not perfect. I am a
women and I looked at the picture printout of what I was going to be able to enjoy,
and although the measurements and all of the execution was perfect the function of
the kitchen was not going to be quite what I was expecting. It was not as the picture
that I had treasured for
so long.
My

disappointment

was difficult to put
into words.

This is

where my story should
deteriorate into one of
those TV horror stories, but in fact this is the best bit. Jamie and Ed are fairly new to
the game of working with customers and it is a steep and difficult learning curve. But
they came through with flying colours. They listened to my problems come up with
solutions, did not attempt to tell me that I had made all of the errors and absolutely
worked with us to complete my stunning kitchen.
Black Rok Kitchen Design
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We wanted to support a young business but that is always a risk. It was a risk that we
are delighted that we took. If you do not believe me come and have a look. If you do
I will make you coffee and tell you that I am the luckiest person in the world with a
kitchen to die for which is such a pleasure to be in that I hardly ever leave it.
Sandy, Nr Uckfield
The service provided by Black Rok
from the design to the fitting was
excellent.
They genuinely care about what they
do which comes through in all aspects
of their service. Our new kitchen has
changed the way we use our living
space for the better, as well as looking
fantastic. We can’t recommend them
highly enough.
Dan & Vicky, Brighton
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First impressions — ‘Very smart and stylish
showroom and made very welcome by Jamie
and Ed.’
On the design process — ‘You worked tirelessly
with our many alterations to our plans and we
truly have the kitchen we’d dreamt of.
On the installation — ‘The fitters were great — hard working, helpful and very
efficient.’
On recommending Black Rok — ‘We have recommended you and mentioned your
name to all our kitchen admirers!’
Rob & Susan, Stonegate
The showroom was very impressive and we liked the sleek look, staff very friendly
and approachable. We were very satisfied with the design process which resulted
in us being more than happy with the final outcome.
The designs were available and accurate during the preliminary building phase and
we were impressed that you took the time on a few occasions to come to site to
ensure everything was ready for the installation.
Black Rok Kitchen Design
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Apart from one small error which was rectified we are extremely impressed with
the fitters who consulted with us immediately if there were any decisions that were
required so as to ensure the final installation was to our specification. In addition to
this, the fitters had the ability to think outside the box and resolved a couple of design
issues. We are extremely pleased with the final outcome and would have no hesitation
in recommending Black Rok to our friends!
Heidi & Dean, Brighton
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We recently had our kitchen designed, supplied and fitted by Ed and Jamie and
we’re absolutely thrilled with the result.
The kitchen was always going to be the focal point of our newly refurbished house in
North West London and so we were desperately keen to get it right.
Ed was fantastic the whole way through, from initial designs, appliance advice etc,
to the final installation. He is extremely patient and flexible whilst also being very
personable and easy to deal with.
Jamie and Ed are very professional and it was great to be able to do business with
them — Highly recommended!
Anglie & George, Pinner
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Right from our first visit to the Black Rok showroom we were hooked and no other
kitchen would do! We were struck by the professionalism, product quality and
knowledge, but also the friendly helpful nature of both Jamie & Ed, no question
went unanswered and nothing was too much trouble.
All of our ideas and requests were
incorporated into the various designs, of
which there were quite a few before we
reached the final one!
The delivery/installation date was set at 6
weeks from when we first placed the order
and was adhered to which was excellent.
From start to finish everything was fully
project managed by Jamie who also fitted
around timings to suit us, which we found very helpful. All the fitters and tradesmen
were professional and considerate at all times. Everything was handled excellently and
couldn’t be faulted in any way.
Our new kitchen is all we hoped and planned for and more, we couldn’t be happier.
We would highly recommend Black Rok to anyone. Thanks Jamie & Ed
Jane & Ian, Uckfield
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Jamie and the team at Black Rok have been really great throughout the whole
project, from helping us choose the right kitchen at the outset, advising us
on appliances, and then designing a fantastic scheme that was far better than
anything produced by the other kitchen companies we’d talked to.
From our first visit to their lovely showroom, through the installation to our finished
kitchen, Jamie has always been on hand to ensure the whole process went smoothly.
Any problems or worries were addressed and sorted out quickly.

We are so delighted with our new kitchen, it’s exactly what we hoped for. We would
definitely recommend Jamie and Black Rok kitchens to anyone looking for a kitchen
designer and supplier.
Siobhan and Jonathan, Tunbridge Wells

Black Rok Kitchen Design
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Five things worth knowing
about Black Rok
1 We design your kitchen;
our factory in Germany builds it
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All our furniture is made in our factory using the very best materials and
components available. It’s simple: we design it, our factory in Germany builds it.
And we really do mean build.
• every drawer is installed
• every built-in LED light is fitted
• every edge PUR bonded for exceptional water resistance
Your kitchen is fully assembled in the factory and then shipped to us with every
element installed. The result being a true and genuine factory built kitchen that
will function perfectly for years and years to come.
Black Rok Kitchen Design
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2 ‘Jacks of all Trades’ we are not
We deal with just one manufacturer who we believe to be the best in Europe.
By dealing with just one manufacturer we have become real specialists in these
types of contemporary German kitchens. We are not for everybody but if you are
after this type of kitchen then you are in the right place.
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3 It’s what we do day-in, day-out
We carry out just twenty to thirty installations a year. This enables us to give
each and every project the time and energy it needs. From the initial designs

right through to on-site management of the installation, we have many years
experience bringing complex projects together. It’s a highly personalised service,
tailored to your individual requirements and either Jamie or Ed will be fully
involved in every step of the process.

Black Rok Kitchen Design
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4 It will be done once and done right

We only use our own, highly specialised,
team of fitters. They have worked with us for
years and they are experts in our kitchens and
understand exactly the standards we work to.
There is no compromise on this, it will be done
once and done right.
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5 We are local business heavily invested in the
Uckfield area
We are a local business with a fast growing and enviable reputation and we
aim to keep it that way. We will go to extraordinary lengths for our customers
to ensure they are absolutely delighted with their kitchen. Our reputation, and
consequently our business, stands or falls on our ability to do this each and
every time.

Black Rok Kitchen Design
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6 Small can be beautiful too
We give smaller kitchens just as much planning and attention to detail as we do
our larger kitchens. You might not have space for an island, but we guarantee
you’ll have enough room for some Black Rok magic.

© Black Rok Kitchen Design
Telephone 01825 766976
blackrokkitchendesign.com
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Black Rok Kitchen Design
162 High Street Uckfield TN22 1AT
Telephone 01825 766976

Showroom open
Mon-Fri 9.30-5pm, Sat 9.30-1pm
blackrokkitchendesign.com

